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Abstract—In III-V IC processing, lift-off patterning is universally used. Historically used negative resist has its limitations;
hence the image reverse process using positive tone resist has
been utilized as the main work horse in lift-off applications. Metal
lift-off processes using a specially designed chemically amplified (CAMP) negative tone resist have been evaluated for thin
and thick metal layers to have a varying degree of success. Liftoff using CAMP photoresists has made it possible to reduce cycle
time (∼57% reduction in 1x theoretical cycle time per layer) and
reduce cost (due to elimination of steps) as compared to the image
reverse process. However, achieving consistent lift-off and critical
dimension (CD) control presents challenges, which are discussed
in this paper.
Index Terms—Lift-off, CAMP, negative photoresist, nLOF,
loading effect, retrograde profile, bulk effect.

ACRONYMS
CAMP
HBT
CD
PEB
ILD
FIB
DFM
FEM

Chemically Amplified Photoresist
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor
Critical Dimension
Post Exposure Bake
Inter Layer Dielectric
Focused Ion Beam
Design for Manufacturability
Focus Exposure Matrix.
I. I NTRODUCTION

OLD-BASED metallization is commonly used in III-V
power amplifier (PA) and mixed signal integrated circuits. These metal layers are deposited by e-beam evaporation.
Gold-based interconnect is not amenable to dry etching of on
III-V substrates. Electroplating of thick layers is sometimes
used, but evaporation combined with lift-off is the most commonly used process for lower level contact, gate layer and
interconnect layers. Therefore, the lift-off process continues
to be the main patterning method for the interconnect layers. Even sputter deposited layers are patterned by lift-off.
These can be Ti/Au type interconnects as well as TaN thin
film resistors.
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Different variations of the image reverse process using positive photoresist have been used with varied degree of success
for patterning thin and thick layers deposited by evaporation and even sputtering. The negative side wall angle in
image reverse process using positive photoresist is highly
reproducible. However, this process has some disadvantages.
Resist corners get rounded off leading to poor lift-off. This
is particularly of concern for lifting sputtered layers for resistor patterning by using dielectric assisted lift-off. The resist
rounding off can lead to raised metal flaps left on the wafer
commonly referred to as fences or flags. Re-deposition of
lifted material can also occur. High vapor pressure solvents
such as acetone may cause increased degree of re-deposition.
Image reverse processes cost more, in general, because of
more number of process steps and equipment needed. Liftoff processes using negative resist have been tested but were
not successful for thin layers and small features because of
resist swelling issue.
New CAMP negative resists specifically developed for metal
lift-off applications are now available. These resists do not
have the historical drawbacks of negative resist. The nLOF
AZ2000 series is an example of a CAMP negative resist that
has been shown to work at sub-micron feature size with the
added advantage of reduced process steps [1]. This paper will
discuss the lift-off challenges using CAMP negative photoresist.
II. PATTERNING C AMP N EGATIVE R ESIST
A. Retrograde Resist Profile
The lift-off process heavily depends on a good retrograde
resist profile. Success of a lift-off process is directly dependent on the extent of retrograde side wall angle of the resist
profile. Retrograde provides the necessary separation within
the deposited metal sheet (Fig. 1). The degree of separation
within the deposited metal sheet gates the extent to which
the resist removal chemistries reach the underlying resist and
subsequently lifting it off. Also, the separation needs to be
adequate to avoid the metal film from getting pulled during
lift–off process.
The resist remover chemicals used for the metal lift-off process can then reach and dissolve the resist material under the
metal sheet, thereby subsequently lifting it off cleanly. Basics
of lift-off process using CAMP negative resist are outlined
below (Fig. 2) [2].
In a lift-off process approach using CAMP negative tone
resists, obtaining and maintaining the retrograde resist sidewall profile is very crucial. When considering the aspects of
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Fig. 1. Separation in the deposited metal sheet due to retrograde resist profile.
Fig. 3.

Metal fencing as a result of localized retrograde changes.

to photospeed variation for CAMP negative resists when compared to positive resists. This translates to the requirement of
tighter control over stepper exposure dose. Baseline matching of the exposure dose between stepper tools becomes an
important factor to be controlled. Also, photospeed changes
with aging of a resist material as well as photospeed variations among different resist batches become important factors
and become a cause of concern. This needs to be monitored
and controlled very closely.
C. Secondary Parameters
Fig. 2.

Steps in Metal Lift-off process using CAMP negative resist.

photolithography, there are multiple factors that can directly
or indirectly affect the retrograde angle of the resist profile.
Usually these factors are divided in two categories: Primary
and Secondary factors. Primary factors have direct impact on
the retrograde, while secondary factors have indirect impact
on it.
B. Primary/Process Parameters
Primary factors include resist thickness, exposure
energy (dose), optical parameters for exposure step, post
exposure bake parameters, and develop time. Such parameters
are usually optimized during the new process development
phase [3], [4], [5]. Multiple researchers have reported a need
for large defocus on exposure systems (steppers/scanners) in
order to achieve the necessary retrograde profile, to a point
where the lens curvature becomes significant and affects
the image resolution. Restrictions associated with the lens
curvature limit the size of the reticle field. Also, a potential
need for comparatively large reticle bias (or correction factor),
and hence achieving resolution necessary for sub-micron
features, can become very difficult [6], [7], [8].
The reflection of exposure energy from the underlying metal
layers during the exposure step has been found to be a significant cause of concern as well. Printed resist lines over
an underlying metal layer behave differently than from lines
printed over less reflective surfaces like silicon nitride or polyimide. Pattern fidelity and resolution is much more sensitive

In addition to optimizing above discussed primary process
parameters, the secondary parameters are found to affect resist
retrograde profile as well. Such secondary parameters include
topography under resist, circuit layout for a given mask layer,
and conformality of resist. While primary parameters affect
the retrograde profile on the global level, secondary parameters affect the retrograde profile at specific sites and locations.
The localized retrograde change due to secondary parameters
combined with evaporator run-outs can lead to improper liftoff, leaving behind a raised metal flap generally referred to as
“metal fencing” (Fig. 3). This metal fencing defect can cause
electrical failures and can also lead to reliability failures. Long
term performance and stability of a device can get compromised due to fencing defect. The fencing defect is usually seen
to get worse as one move towards the edge of a wafer from
its center.
III. L IFT-O FF C HALLENGES AND R ESOLUTION
Lift-off process using CAMP negative photoresist has its
own challenges. The lift-off process can and does show
multiple types of defects and weaknesses. Largely speaking,
these defects can be attributed to one of the three segments
in the process: photolithography, metal deposition or resist
removal. Photo steps depend on resist chemistry, optical and
thermal parameters used. Parameters such as throw distance,
dome alignment, and angle of arrival play a role in the metal
deposition step. Resist removal is sensitive to remover chemistry, temperature, and kinetic properties of the removal step.
Proper determination of these fundamental factors is necessary
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Fig. 4.
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Metal bridging at thick metallization layer.

Unlifted metal and rough metal edge defect.

to develop a manufacturable lift-off process. More often than
not, all fundamental factors are dialed in during the process
development and/or ramp phase. As a result, the defects seen
in a high volume manufacturing environment are very rarely
due to mismatch or improper setting of fundamental factors.
The various defects seen in metal lift-off process using
CAMP negative resist are localized defects. These defects are
limited to a particular site in a die or site in the design circuit. As resist removal is the last segment in metal lift-off
process, initially the resist removal step was investigated for
various defect signatures such as rough metal edge, bridging/
unlifted metal, and bent metal lines. The lift-off process uses
a high pressure spray tool. Naturally, a preliminary suspicion
was the high pressure spray which was suspected to be causing physical damage to the deposited metal, and leading to
lift-off defects such as bent metal lines, rough metal edge and
unlifted metal. A design of experiment (DOE) was performed
on the lift toolset using a varying spray pressure to optimize
thermal and kinetic properties during the resist removal step.
The optimization of these parameters slightly improved the
process and slightly reduced various defects. We will discuss
some of the defects that we came across, their root cause and
ways to resolve those defects.

for further investigations. FIB cross section revealed bridging
of thick metallization layer. (Fig. 5).
The FIBs revealed that resist coverage over different topography was different. The certain CAMP resist product used for
the metallization layer behaved more in planer manner than
conformal. Resist planarization results in thickness variation
across different topography. In certain areas, resist thickness
was half of the thickness of the deposited metal. For all practical purposes, the resist was expected to be 1.4 times thicker
than the deposited metal. This causes metal bridging especially
if the retrograde angle is not sufficient (Fig. 5). The bridging
of deposited metal in turn gets pulled off during resist removal
step creating rough metal edges. In some cases, the pull is not
strong enough to completely remove the unwanted metal leaving some strands partially connected to designed lines causing
the unlifted metal defect. To resolve this issue, basic characteristics of the CAMP resist need to be considered. Based on
requirement for given layers, resist with appropriate planarization properties needs to be selected. Either conformal resist or
planar resist needs to be selected based on the topography
to be covered. This can also be mitigated by using higher
thickness resist films. Resist to metal thickness ratio should
be maintained at 2.0 or above. This, however, comes with its
own disadvantages such as limited resolution.
B. Bent Metal Lines Defect

A. Unlifted/Rough Metal Edge Defect
For certain device designs a typical defect was observed in
specific locations in the circuit. One edge of long metal lines
was jagged/rough. In the same vicinity unlifted metal strands
torn from larger structures were seen as shown in Fig. 4. This
defect was typically observed for thick metal layers such as
interconnects.
During investigations, multiple global factors such as process parameters, environmental and logistical changes specific
to lots showing the defect were evaluated. There was no specific pattern in the logistical and environmental history of the
lots showing defect signature. Failure analysis was performed

In some device designs, a repeating defect was seen across
multiple dies at a specific location in a die. The defect was
localized to a particular area of a given die. The defect showed
bent metal lines only on one side of the structure, particularly
next to a large (>50um) open area. For CAMP negative resist,
open area is the area where resist is present. Typical defect
signature for bent metal lines is shown in the images below.
It also shows the corresponding CAD layout of that particular
thick metal layer for which the defect was seen. (Fig. 6).
Bent metal lines defect was seen for the structures next to
a large (>50µm) open area. This observation clearly points to
loading effect. The loading effect is interpreted as the change
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Fig. 6. Bent metal lines defect seen on device E and corresponding CAD
Layout.

Fig. 7. Minor metal bridging due to Loading Effect and angle of arrival in
metal deposition.

in resist retrograde profile angle as an outcome of amount of
bulk of the resist material surrounding a feature of interest [9].
Two sides of a resist trench can exhibit different retrograde
resist wall angles due to the loading effect which leads to
asymmetrical metal coverage. Loading effect can also result in
lift-off behavior sensitive to surrounding features. Two edges
of a resist feature exhibit different side wall angles due to
bulk effect causing asymmetrical metal coverage, which can
be amplified by the angle of arrival of metal in a deposition
system (Fig. 7). This causes the metal lines to move during
the liftoff process resulting in bent metal lines.
The lines are seen to be bent or moved for a pad structure in
Fig. 6. One side of the pad is perfectly intact while other side
shows the defect. This is a clear indicator of loading effect.
C. Resolution With Global Parameter Optimization
During the investigations of above discussed defects, the
root cause was found to be the process marginality due to some
unescapable factors. Considering the increasing complexity of

Fig. 8.

Illumination mode optimization using simulations.

current generation III-V devices, high topography devices are
inevitable, and the complexity and device topography is only
going to increase. Another factor is large open spaces (bulk
resist area). Design for manufacturability (DFM) rules can
be implemented to avoid large open areas next to a feature
of interest. This can provide limited relief. Addressing the
secondary parameters can provide limited resolution. While
these parameters can help improve the resist retrograde profile
locally the process marginality still persists.
To resolve such similar lift-off defects, addressing secondary
parameters is not enough. To completely resolve the defects,
primary process parameters need to be optimized. As a next
step in the investigation to improve the resist sidewall retrograde of different features, multiple process parameters were
evaluated. A FEM (focus exposure matrix) was performed to
determine if optimizing defocus setting or exposure energy
will produce good retrograde resist profile for all features. The
experimental results showed that the defocus was not the knob
to improve the retrograde in this condition.
The next primary process parameter evaluated was stepper
illumination mode settings. A DOE was designed around different parameters associated with stepper illumination modes.
The parameters were tested and validated through multiple
simulations and were optimized for appropriate retrograde
resist profile. Simulation output is shown below (Fig. 8).
Based on the output obtained from simulations, Illumination
mode C (experimental setting 2) was chosen as the optimized setting. Simulations also provided a Bossung curve
evaluations based on the old setting and newly chosen setting. Actual, on wafer, Bossung curve analysis validated the
newly chosen operating point. These encouraging results were
then tested on wafers with newly chosen illumination mode
and results showed a knob for sidewall retrograde improvement. Subsequent lift-off runs were performed for wafers
exposed with the new illumination settings and clean lift-off
was observed. Optical and SEM images confirm the absence
of rough metal edges, unlifted and bent metal defects. FIB
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Fig. 9. Retrograde Resist Profile in high topography area with (a) Old
illumination (b) New illumination setting.
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example of rough metal edge, unlifted metal device topography plays a role and causes degradation of retrograde profile
in certain locations. Defects such as metal fencing and bent
metal lines are caused by loading effect phenomenon. These
localized defects can be controlled by implementing specific
design rules during DFM stage and by altering local topography during layout phase, but that is not always practical. In
such a situation, optimizing primary process parameters can
improve the retrograde across the board.
Optimizing a primary process parameter such as illumination mode settings can drastically improve the process margin.
In our case of various metal defects observed, the new illuminator settings for the exposure tool improved the resist
retrograde profile of CAMP negative resist across different
features providing additional process margin. The additional
process margin helped eliminate the metal bridging issue and
associated defects to improve the overall lift-off process.
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